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Notice of Race
Lille, August 30th, 2019
DWS Dyna Wing Sail is a start-up that develops an outdoor video game with battle yachts in mixed reality.
The Battle Yacht Club is a community-based skipper platform for the battle Yachts.
October 2020, Les Prés du Hem, Armentières (Haut de France).
Combat / race in mixed reality with high-tech battle yachts of type 1m class.
Event open to private skippers and competitive companies of medium-sized and large groups.
Date and duration of the event
From Wednesday 7th to Saturday 10th October 2020.
One day of training, two days of qualifying and one day for the semi-finals and the final.
Players
The contest is open to private skippers and companies of medium-sized and large groups, within the limit
of 50 to 80 competitors.
Nautical base
At the heart of 120 hectares of nature and around a vast lake, the leisure base des Près du Hem in Armentières, offers dozens of fun, naturalistic and sports activities. The contest will be followed by a prize-giving
evening in Lille.
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Game scenario and race organization
The game type will be race / combat with real sailboats, augmented by artefacts and virtual weapons.
Other game scenarios under development may be added to the event. The race organization will be of type
“World Cup football” with qualifications, followed by playoffs. The races will be umpiring by referees of the
french sailing federation, with simplified rules.
Media coverage and broadcasting
The races will be broadcast onsite in real time on giant screens, augmented by the artefacts and the
special effects of the virtual world composing the video game. Our media partner specializing in esport will
provide contents for the media and the specialized press.
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Participatory patronage
A participatory patronage budget collected from the competitors will be given to the 3 winners of the contest. This budget will have to be devoted to a philanthropic action left to the choice of the beneficiaries.
Budget for participants
+ Purchase of an Arlequin including: 3 rigs, 2 transport slipcover and all the accessories for the setup and
maintenance of the yacht. the software applications and their updates (video games in mixed reality, mobile
apps, The Battle Yacht Club community platform). The creation of a special livery is offered to all competitors (in the colors of your logo for companies) : 25 000 € excluding tax
+ Hololens 2 headset with tinted exterior visor: Pending information from Microsoft
+ Contest registration fees for 1 skipper and 3 VIP companions: 3 000 € excluding tax
+ Budget for participatory patronage deposit to a philanthropic organisation : 2 000 € excluding tax
Advantages
- Networking of leaders and sailboat owners
- Communication on regional, national and international media
- Green, sport and high tech image for businesses
- Participatory patronage for the 3 winners

DWS Dyna Wing Sail SAS
Ruche des 2 Lys, Avenue de l’Europe
59280 Armentières
France

For any inquiries please email
info@dynawingsail.com
Website
www.dynawingsail.com
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